
A W notes that there is evidence suggesting "exotic propulsion and 
aerodynamic" modes. According to AW: "At least one type has advanced to 
t�e productio� and depl�y?'ent phases, and may be capable of hypersonic 
fhgh�

'. 
accordtng to ofhc1als who have been closely associa ted with 

class1fted programs at several Nevada sites in recent years." These reports 
also lend credence to the possibility that the Air Force just may have 
recovered advanced technologies from crash si tes such as Roswell, as 
suggested by Bob Lazar and others, but so far this is speculation and has not 
been linked to any hard evidence. ?Hicials have acknowledged that diamond shaped and triangular 
vehtcle configurations are "the trend now". Another possibility is the 
development of an unmanned hypersonic aircraft, whose technology has, 
accordtng to

. 
a marketing offici�), "been available for five or six years." 

Large tnangular shaped atrcraft have been seen in the same flight 
�ath as F-1 1 7  As. According to AW they "normally" display single amber 
hghts under the wingtips and a red beacon near the nose. 

Tim�thy B. Re�nolds, a computer system manager in Houston, Texas, 
saw a tnangular aircraft in a hangar at Ellington AFB in the late 1960's, 
and a rec�nt anonymous confirmation of a close-up examination and 
observed silent takeoff has been received by the National UFO Museum 
from intelligence sources within the last two years. �ese reports link interestingly into the recent large number of sighting 
of tnangular shaped UFOs in Belgium. There have been at least 2 600 
s�ghtings m�t�hing that description, and the Ecole Royale Mili taire,

' 
the 

atr force tratmng school, has even begun analysis of UFO photos. There 
also may be a correla tions with the fact that Belgium is the headquarters 
and a staging area for NATO. � 

The Seientology/UFO 
Connection 

by Anonymous 

You might find it rather curious to note that Scientology [Scn] believes in 
U�Os. I�deed,

. 
they know From Whence They Come! I am no longer a 

Sctentologtst [Scrust], but I was one for about 10 years, so the data below is authentic. 
I have written this anonymously because Scn takes a dim view of anyone writing 
about them and I would prefer not to be sued this week. 

I first discovered the Scn/UFO connection about a week after I got in Sen. I 
was a "raw public" person who happened to stumble into the Scn Organization (org] 

in San Francisco [SFO] and got recruited to join staff the same day (believe me, it's a 

long story). I had been at SFO about a week when a group of Registrars [regs] {a 

member of the Church of The SubGenius might call them 'salesministers'} from 

The Advanced Organization of Los Angeles [AOLA] held an event to sell upper level 

training and processing (or 'auditing' as Scn counseling is called). 

At this event they played a taped lecture of L. Ron Hubbard [LRH]'s called 

"Principal Events Of The Whole Track". The 'track' referred to here is the 'time 

track' of history (picking up the idea from movie 'sound tracks'), and the Whole 

Track is the entire history of this Universe, which Hubbard claims is some 76 trillion 

years old. In this tape LRH claims to run down the major events of the last 76 trillion 

years! Needless to say, as a die hard science-fiction fan I was enthralled. Pure 

space opera! 
Since hearing that tape I have heard many more on the Whole Track and I 

am afraid I have them all a bit muddled in me head. You can go into any Scn org 

and ask to listen to a tape. They usually charge $2 to $5 for a two hour "tape play". 
Some other tapes on the Whole Track that are real mind blowing are 'The Free 
Being" and 'The Role of Earth". {Altogether there are perhaps thousands of hours 
of LRH's lectures on tape, most available for 'tape plays'.) Scientology: A History Of 
Man is a slim hardcover book by LRH all about the Whole Track (just $37.50 (!) from 
your local Scn org.). 

As best as I can recall ... 
Scn says this sector of the galaxy experienced a catastrophe that nearly wiped 

out all life. The details are vague, and contradictory, and much is kept 'confidential' 
as part of OT Ill material [OT is "Operating Thetan"- thetan is the word Scn uses in 
place of older words for That Which Is Aware Of Being Aware, i.e. your soul; that 
which is not your body but that which animates the body and is self aware; You. An 
OT is supposed to be able to operate independently of the body and at a level high 
above that of Normal Human. OT is the highest level of Scn Processing, of which 
there are some 15 OT Levels (each fabulously expensive to attain). ]. This 
catastrophe, as best as I can make it out, is something about a handful of beings 
who tried to take over the galaxy and designed an 'incident' that would lodge in the 
subconscious of all intelligent beings in this sector forever; something having to do 
with filling volcanoes with people and setting off A-bombs... This, I think, is LRH's 
explanation for what killed the dinosaurs. 

A while later, somewhere around 100 to 300 million years ago 'the old 
biological survey' came by Earth and found it virtually a desert and started running 
up experimental life forms in its orbiting culture vats. This partially 'repopulated' 
the Earth after this great disaster. Some of the animals their designers came up 
with were 'jokes', thus explaining the duckbilled platypus. 

Somewhere around this same time another star-going culture decided to use 
the Earth as a rest and relaxation shoreleave zone, since the Earth had no 
indigenous intelligent life then {personally, I am not convinced it does yet}. They 
'terraformed' the Earth into a big garden and pleasure zone, giving us the incredible 
variety of life found here today. 

Somewhere around 700,000 to 1 million years ago, however, this property 
(Earth) changed hands. The Markab Confederacy is a government of some 28 
planetary systems and a beauracracy some 1 to 2 million years old [LRH informs us]. 
The Markabs have kept their government together so long because it is completely 
homogenized; no left, no right, no radicals, no geniuses, nothing that could possibly 
disturb the status quo. Markab operates three planets as prisons where they dump 



their unwanted: the criminals, the boat rockers, the reformers, etc. They do this by a 
variety of means, but the individuals arrive on Earth sans body, often by being 
dropped from a hovering space ship into the ocean while their thctan is confined in 
an ice cube or a small box whose inner surfaces are all mirrors. This explains the 
religious idea on this planet that each soul is like a drop of water seeking to be 
reunited with the ocean that is god! If you want to know what Markab is like, watch a 
movie set in mid-1930's America. Markab supposedly looks just like Middle 
America, circa 1933, mid-calf dresses, Packards, and all. 

And so you see, this really is the best, and worst, of all possible worlds, for here 
we have among us the greatest artists, geniuses and criminals of 28 star systems, 
and lifeforms gathered from hundreds of worlds as well as many unique to Earth. 
So, of course we have a few intergalactic tourists drop in to check it out (explaining a 
few of the UFOs seen through the millennia). 

Once on the Earth, life here is so harsh that the Markabian prisoners never 
get 'destimulated' enough to remember who they are, or what they are; the 
post-birth trauma amnesia becomes permanent. Meanwhile, the Markabian 
overlords keep the situation on Earth stirred up; wars and all manner of disasters 
not just playing into their hands, but being initiated as needed. Of course, phony 
organized religions, especially those that deny past lives, are very useful to the 
Markabs. Several times the Earth has achieved a level of civilization similar to what 
we have today, only to destroy itself in Markabian stimulated atomic war. The 
'nuclear winters' from each of these initiated an ice age, which scoured the Earth of 
evidence of the civilization that had brought about its own destruction and erasure. 

And if rebirth and periodic atomic warfare wasn't enough, when the 
Markabian prisoners die they have been implanted with a hypnotic command to 
report to an 'implant station' to have the implanted hypnotic commands to remain 
on this planet and report at death re-imprinted, so there can be no 'prison break'. 
One of these implant stations is located in the Pyrenees. 

There are also disembodied beings, called the 'between lives crew' who 
locate the recently dead and direct them to the implant stations. However, not all 
the beings in the 'between lives zone' are Markabians, nor are they all good guys as 
some 'channelers' would have us believe. Some of the 'channeled' entities are real 
beings, members of this group, unfortunately, most arc liars. This message is 
emphasized, as only Scn Technology [The Tech) and becoming a Tech Trained OT 
can allow one to survive in the between lives zone. 

And just to make sure that tgil) one gets out, the Markabians have interstellar 
'gun boats' orbiting the sun at about the distance of Jupiter (these turn away any 
attempts by outsiders to contact us as well, the few who get through are either lucky 
or sneaky). 

But that's not the half of it! 
The Markabians had a little problem back a few thousand years ago (at the 

time of the building of the pyramids). It seems that two other cultures tried to take 
over this planet! 

The Markabs ducked out of sight and let them (Hubbard refers to them as 
the Fourth and Fifth Invader Forces) fight it out. One group set up on Mars, the 
other on Venus. One group built a giant space base under --you guessed it!-- the 
Great Pyramid. Hubbard reports that the pyramids were built in two shifts. By day 
prisoners worked with standard-for-the-time tools and equipment, but at night the 
'priests', with the Invader Force high-tech tools (anti-gravity, etc.) did the real work, 
the prisoners being just a 'cover'. 

These two forces fought each other to a dead standstill then each retreated, 
not knowing that the other had done the same. When the Fifth Invader Force (the 
guys on Mars) pulled out, they blew up all their equipment with such force that it 
inadvertently ripped most of the atmosphere off of Mars! You can tell the members 
of the Fifth Invader Force who were killed and became a part of the current human 
population from the rest of us by the fact that they think they have incredibly ugly 
hands. 

Markab continues to operate this planet today, and that is what the majority 
of UFO sightings are ... 

The tape "Principal Events Of The Whole Track" heavies up on the Fourth 
and Fifth Invaders and the building of the pyramids. I was impressed, and I can't 
imagine why now, but I bought the story as being true. 

Or, maybe, I can imagine why. Back in the late '60s I took a lot of acid [LSD). 
I had occasionally gotten 'flashes' of past lives, but couldn't really convince myself 
one way or the other if past lives were true or not. When I realized that Scn insisted 
that no man could get that messed-up in one lifetime it 'indicated' to me, as Scnists 
say. 

Really, the whole basis of Scn auditing ('Pastoral Counseling' as they also call 
it) is past lives. Most auditing is supposed to be undoing the damage of the past, a 
past millions, or billions, or trillions of years long. This getting rid of past life trauma 
to get a this life resurgence is called 'negative gain'. Of course negative gain only 
goes so far. The final result of negative gain is the state of Clear, where all the 
baggage of the past supposedly has been removed from the person [called Clear, 
because it is likened to hitting the 'clear' button on a calculator, bringing all the 
registers back to the zero, or start point]. Then begins the road to positive gain, the 
OT Levels, where one's abilities as an immortal spirit are rehabilitated, and the 
possibility for a prison break regained. Unfortunately, my experience after ten 
years in Scn is that this is mostly bull. 

Scnists remember much of this past life stuff under processing (or at least 
they think they do; I know three Scnists who claim to have been Beethoven). One 
Scn friend of mine claims to be on his third lifetime on this planet, that he had been 
the Captain of a Markabian patrol ship, but that he and his crew had mutinied and 
they were shot down by other Markabians and his ship today sets at the bottom of 
the Baltic Sea. 

Another friend of mine thinks he has a starship hidden away underneath Los 
Angeles' giant Griffith Park. He had come here, he says, at the time of Earth's last 
high-tech civilization with a group of other people whose mission was to help that 
civilization advance past the 'nuclear threshold' and so escape. Unfortunately for us 
all, they were caught and executed, foiling their attempt to save us. He says that the 
craft in Griffith Park is just a shuttle craft and that the mothership is still orbiting 
Jupiter in 'cloaking mode' awaiting their return. 

Another OT I know claims to have made an out-of-body survey of interstellar 
craft buried around this planet. He claims to have located 278 stashed spaceships. 
Nearly all of these, he says, are in excess of 100,000 year old and are in too degraded 
a condition to be operational. However, he has hinted that about a dozen were 
operational and that he and other Scnists knew of their exact locations and were 
keeping them ready, just in case. 

Many Scnists have tried to 'remember' the space-going technologies of their 
former lives and to build starships from scratch. None to my knowledge have 
succeeded ... 



You may recall that in 1976 the FBI raided the Church of Sen. It was the 
offices of The Guardian's Office (GO] that they raided. The GO's purpose was to be 
an interface between Scn and those who sought to destroy it (or who the GO thought 
might want to destroy it). This list included The United States Government, the FBI, 
the IRS, the CIA, MI-5 and MI-6, Richard Nixon, a cabal of International Bankers, 
The Trilateral Commission and the CFR, a conspiracy of International Psychiatrists 
and Communists, and, not the least, the Markabians. 

For a number of years I worked for the Manor Hotel for Scnists, located in the 
same building as the GO in Hollywood, California. It was one of the three GO 
locations raided by the FBI (I was there that day ... ). The GO used to hold secret 
briefings in the dining room and Manor staff were sometimes invited to sit in on 
some of these briefings ... One topic that came up regularly (before the FBI raid) 
was 'what are the Markabs doing?'. One of the Guardians giving the briefings was 
to become one of the "Scientology 7" from the FBI raid related trial. He said that he 
had spent many hours in the Library of Congress (doing what I forget) and while so 
engaged he had noticed the Markabs were doing the same thing! He insisted that 
one could easily spot the Markabians as they were wearing bodies grown in culture 
vats and the vat jobs were never perfect duplicates of humans (most commonly a 
little too much or too little of something; like excess forehead, or one arm much 
longer than the other, etc.). LRH calls these vat grown specimens, as well as 
mechanical substitutes, 'doll bodies'. It was this Guardian's opinion that the 
Markabs were keeping track of life on Earth to determine what sort of interventions 
would be needed and when. The GO was very concerned that they might decide to 
intervene in Scn, as only it has the Tech to undo their implants and release the 
prisoners from this prison planet. But he was confident that we really had nothing 
to worry about, as the Markabian beauracracy was so slow, that by the time they 
decided to act, Scn would have control of this planet! Doesn't that make you feel 
safe? 

So how does this relate to the information currently circulating in the UFO 
community? I am sure that you have spotted several parallels between Hubbard's 
teachings and several schools of thought that are current in UFOlogy. I might point 
out that this also agrees with Charles Fort, who wrote in his The Book Of The 
Damned: "I think we're property. That once upon a time Earth was no-man's-land, 
that other worlds explored and colonized here, and fought among themselves for 
possession, but now it's owned by something, all others warned off!" Parallel 
development, or did Hubbard borrow this from Fort? 

The Fifth Invader Force might explain the 'face on Mars' filmed by the Viking 
space craft. The Markabian angle certainly dovetails with the alien 
bases/government deals school. The underground bases (such as reported to be 
underneath Duke, New Mexico) described by abductees and by such personalities 
as John Lear and Milton William Cooper could well be Markabian bases. The lack 
of direct open contact between "the people of the Earth" and our "Space Brothers" 
could be explained by this scenario. Several channelers have been contacted by 
'beings' with surprisingly similar tales as well. And some abductees and many of 
the underground bases researchers have reported that the aliens appeared to 
biological robots, or vat grown specimens. 

Could it be true? Could it be that Scn really does have the answer to the 
mysteries of life on this planet? Well, all you need is about $100,000 (for Scn 
processing) to find out! � 

selected jtems from our 

Often public opinion regarding UF01 
amounts to outright deni.11, or a mild to barely 
believing tolerance-in fear. This il not 111 fetJr 
issue/ This is excitement of the highest caliber. 
That is, if we take the time to research the 
subject and come to an undentandlng of what 
is going on. I believe that there is no more 
demanding issue today than that of the alien 
presence here on our planet. This is not a time 
to t;ake a w;ait-;and-see posture. 
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ttllt tht \ra\h about \ht UFO phtnomtnon. 

Merauy: UFO 
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timt to \tll vha\ ht knovt about \ht UFO 
cowr-ap. Ht hat dtcidtd that ht hat Yaittd 

long tnouqh and this book ttllt it all' 

Order Form h please rush me the following books (postage paid): 

_ copies of Cyberbiological Studies of the Imaginal Component in the UFO 
Contact Experience@ $ 1 0.00 each (SEE REVIEW PAGE 45} 
_copies of Mysteries of the Crystal Skulls Revealed@ $1 9 .95 each (SEE REVIEW PAGE 47} 
_copies of The Extraterrestrials and Their Reality@ $1 2 .00 each 
_copies of The Alien Tide!@ $9.95 each 
_copies of Mercury: UFO Messenger of the Gods@ $1 2.95 each (no member discount) 

I have enclosed $ (As a member of the Friends of the Museum Association I have 

subtracted my 10% discount on the discountable items above) [Nevada residents add 6% sales tax.). 

Name: ___________________________ ___ 
Address: __________________________________________ ___ 
mail this in to: 

National UFO Museum. P. 0. Box 20593. Sun Valley, NV 89433 


